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Abstract 
Future crisis management systems need resilient and trustworthy infrastructures to quickly develop 
reliable applications and processes, and ensure end-to-end security, trust, and privacy. Due to the 
multiplicity and diversity of involved actors, volumes of data, and heterogeneity of shared 
information; crisis management systems tend to be highly vulnerable and subject to unforeseen 
incidents. As a result, the dependability of crisis management systems can be at risk. This paper 
presents a cloud-based resilient and trustworthy infrastructure (known as rDaaS) to quickly develop 
secure crisis management systems. The rDaaS integrates the Dynamic Data-Driven Application 
Systems (DDDAS) paradigm into a service-oriented architecture over cloud technology and provides a 
set of resilient DDDAS-As-A Service (rDaaS) components to build secure and trusted adaptable crisis 
processes. The rDaaS also ensures resilience and security by obfuscating the execution environment 
and applying Behavior Software Encryption and Moving Technique Defense. A simulation 
environment for a nuclear plant crisis management case study is illustrated to build resilient and 
trusted crisis response processes. 
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1 Introduction 
Crisis management (CM) for critical infrastructures, natural disasters, or civil unrest caused by natural 
or malicious forces requires complex, dynamic and heterogeneous responses. Distributed CM systems 
should detect, recognize, and disseminate huge amounts of heterogeneous dynamic events that operate 
at different speeds and formats. Furthermore, the processing of crisis events and the development of 
real-time responses are challenges when the security and trust of every human and resource must be 
evaluated to maintain security, privacy and trust among different stakeholders collaborating in the 
crisis management environment. For example, managing a nuclear crisis requires several actors to 
establish response crisis processes to coordinate their missions and securely exchange information 
based on their trusted levels. Multiplicity and diversity of involved actors, volume and heterogeneity 
of shared information, critical dependencies between actions, as well as the unpredictability of the 
situation evolution; make the crisis environment complex and dynamic. In this paper, we present our 
approach to leverage Dynamic Data-Driven Application Systems (DDDAS) techniques, Service-
Oriented Architecture (SOA) paradigm, and cloud services to develop a trusted crisis management 
environment that we refer to as resilient DDDAS-As-A-Service (rDaaS).. 

Service-oriented computing aims at assembling software components to build distributed, agile 
applications and business processes that span organizational, communications and computing 
platforms. Despite the agility that service-oriented architectures promise, many SOA-based processes 
are increasingly encountering difficult self-adaptation issues and fail to deal with continuous and 
unpredictable changes in dynamic environments. Changes may occur during runtime due to 
unavailable services or unreachable actors, resources degradation and security threats just to mention a 
few. Changes may also evolve from unforeseen incidents and new decisions that, consequently, 
require rebuilding responses processes partially or fully. On the other hand, the DDDAS paradigm 
allows continuous monitoring, analysis and adaptation of all software components involved in 
networked systems, including sensors, computational resources and applications. In addition, cloud 
computing is particularly a promising technology that may support crisis management with 
computational and storage capabilities and quickly deploy crisis processes. Virtualization and 
elasticity of resources makes possible to deploy application servers and devices, and scale-up with 
large amount of data collected from various sources. Consequently, the integration of DDDAS and 
SOA into one cloud environment, called rDaaS, leads to a novel architecture enabling the construction 
of adaptable SOA-based processes to deal with unpredictable changes in dynamic environments.  

In this paper, we present a DDDAS cloud-based resilient and trustworthy infrastructure to quickly 
develop crisis management applications and processes, and robustly tolerate attacks against cloud 
systems and services. Processes are built based on resilient SOAs driven by requirements and 
adaptable to internal and external changes. In rDaaS, the cloud environment tends to continuously 
design, develop and execute crisis management response processes and services. In order to ensure 
resilience and security against intrusions, the rDaaS continuously obfuscates the execution 
environment using Behavior Software Encryption, Moving Technique Defense (MDT) and autonomic 
management. As a result, rDaaS applications and services run diversified versions on replicated 
hardware, change randomly their implementation and resources, and consequently evade attackers. To 
enable trusted collaboration among different actors involved in the crisis management environment, 
the rDaaS evaluates trust values of all actors and resources at runtime before enabling trustworthy 
collaborations based on different trust levels.  

The remaining sections of the paper are organized as follows. Section 2 describes related work and 
background research. Section 3 describes the Cloud-based resilient and trustworthy Dynamic Data-
Driven Application Systems for Crisis Environments (called r-DDDAS-as-a-Cloud Service (rDaaS)) 
to develop resilient crisis management applications. Section 4 presents our experimental design and 
evaluation of the rDaaS approach. Finally the paper concludes in Section 5. 
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2 Related Work 
Crisis management has received an abundant attention from a managerial perspective as they are 

often reduced to suitable strategies to prepare for handling the crisis, ensure a rapid and adequate 
response, and define clear roles and responsibilities. Critical infrastructure designs require 
cybersecurity (trust) which includes adaptability by continuously integrating design and runtime 
(design once – run forever) support. In this section, we will review the cybersecurity detection 
techniques in general and then give a brief overview of resilient techniques. 

2.1 Security Related Work 
Intrusion detection can be broadly classified as signature-based and anomaly-based systems.  
A signature-based Intrusion Detection System (IDS) uses pattern-matching algorithms to compare 

network traffic with an extensive library of attack signatures created by human experts [1]. A match 
indicates a probable attack. These techniques are extremely proficient in detecting known attacks 
because they can identify an attack as soon as it occurs. However, their foremost limitation is that it 
cannot detect new attacks. When a new attack is discovered, it takes time to develop signatures for the 
attack and deploy it into the existing IDSs. Some of the most commonly used signature-based 
intrusion detection techniques are introduced by SNORT [2], BRO [3], and others [4]. Anomaly-based 
detection techniques build a model of normal behavior and automatically classify statistically 
significant deviations from the normal profile as being abnormal [5], [6], [7], [8]. The advantage of 
this approach is that it is possible to detect unknown attacks. However, there is a potential for having a 
high rate of false positive alarms generated when the knowledge collected about normal behaviors is 
inaccurate. Examples of such techniques include Anomaly Behavior Analysis (ABA) methodology 
that has been successfully applied to a wider range of protocols (TCP/IP, DNS, WiFi, HTTP, etc.) [5] 
[9] [10] [11], IDES [12], NIDES [13], EMERALD [14], and SPADE [15].  

An anomaly-based IDS builds a pattern based on a normalcy model and the compares incoming 
data to the trained model [16-25].  The construction of the pattern, model, or database of normalcy can 
be coordinated with data mining techniques and machine learning [26].  For situations in which the 
actors are dynamic, game-theoretic approaches for cyber security over IDS incorporates learned 
behaviors for the normalcy of the situation [27]. The anomaly can be a threat to standard operations 
either measured or predicted [28]. 

Cloud security suffers from a wide range of attacks such as those that target physical machines as 
well as the cloud virtualized environment [29]. The dependency of cloud computing on the virtualized 
environment raises more security issues, like hypervisor exploitations [30] [31]. In addition, one of the 
main security issues in cloud computing is the insider attacks. With exchange of cloud data between 
different organizations, the risk of insider attacks increases. 

Some previous works have presented classifications of Cloud Security [32-34]. Cross-site scripting 
[35], Access control weaknesses, OS and SQL injection flaws, cross-site request forgery [36], cookie 
manipulation, hidden field manipulation, insecure storage and insecure configuration are the threats to 
data stored in a SaaS cloud [37]. Since, in the cloud model, the customers’ data reside on the third-
parties’ data-centers, data security is a major concern for cloud consumers and providers and some 
researchers have addressed data security in their works [38-40]. Virtualization is one of the 
fundamental concepts of cloud computing. In a cloud system, multiple virtual guest machines share 
the same resources of a physical host machine. Recent advances have sought to combine cloud 
computing elasticity [41], DDDAS [42], and information fusion [43], for secure applications. There 
are some known security issues with common VMMs (e.g. Xen, Microsoft HyperV) which can be 
exploited to threaten cloud services [44]. 
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2.2 Resilient Related Work 
Moving Target Defense has been identified as a game changer approach to build self-defending 

systems [45]. Some works presented a wide range of Moving target Defense (MTD) techniques to 
continuously change network configurations or parameters, firewall settings, operating systems, 
memory addresses, instruction sets, or application execution environments [46,47].  For example, in 
[46], the IP addresses are dynamically changed while maintaining existing connections. One can also 
randomize the configuration [48] where the configuration variables of a system are randomized, while 
ensuring the availability of end to end services. In [49], the authors presented a survey of several 
software fault tolerance techniques. The fault tolerance techniques that are based on diversity include 
dual-node redundant operating stations with hardware or software result comparison, Recovery Block 
Station [50], Distributed Recovery Block with acceptance Test [51], Voting Triple Modular 
Redundant Computing Stations [52], N version programming [53], and an Integrated Voting 
Algorithm [54].  Also, in [55], several diversity defense techniques in popular operating systems were 
discussed. These include Address Space Randomization [56], Instruction Set Randomization [57], and 
Data Randomization [58]; where a comparison of these techniques is shown in [59]. 

Some previous works have adopted diversity as a defense technique in a cloud environment. In 
[60] the authors envision a Cloud of Clouds Architecture, which provides incrementally high levels of 
security and dependability to cloud infrastructures, in an open, modular and versatile way. Their 
architecture employs diversity in deployment of cloud alternatives. However, they do not employ 
shuffling on these alternatives. In [61], a framework for Proactive Fault Tolerance is discussed that 
predict failures in nodes and migrate their processes away from the nodes that are about to fail. In [62], 
the authors envision a cloud environment with continuous change in system configuration in order to 
create an unpredictable target for an adversary. In [63], the authors presented an intrusion tolerant 
cloud architecture that adopts the method of hybrid fault model, active and passive replicas, state 
update and transfer, proactive recovery and diversity. Future methods will use the MapReduce for 
cloud security for various crisis management applications such as object detection [64], movement 
[65], and cybersecurity [66]. 

In our approach to implement rDaaS, we adopt diversity technique to the cloud application 
execution environment, redundancy in the resources is used to run the cloud services and randomly 
changing the versions, and resources are used to make it prohibitively expensive for attackers to figure 
out current execution environment, succeed in exploiting vulnerabilities, and launch attacks. 

3 r-DDDAS-as-a-Cloud Service (rDaaS) architecture 
The r-DDDAS-as-a-Cloud Service (rDaaS) architecture aims at aligning cloud technology with the 

DDDAS paradigm. Figure 1 shows rDaaS main cloud services, which are used to develop resilient and 
trustworthy cloud-based event-driven crisis management systems. In this architecture, we leverage the 
DDDAS paradigm to combine the design stage with the runtime stage. The inseparability between 
design time and runtime makes it possible to deal with unpredictable events and enable prompt 
responses to confine and manage mitigation activities.  

At the design stage, the resilient SOA Editor (RSE) helps decision makers to express their 
response plans in an abstract manner and to develop effective and trusted and resilient responses even 
when they are experiencing cyber terrorisms or attacks. Likewise, the editor supports the collection 
and management of information for decision makers [67, 68]. Information fusion techniques can be 
supported for DDDAS-based systems using cloud services [69] for UAV control [70].  The RSE 
generates SOA-based executable processes from abstract response processes, taking into account 
global constraints expressed in contextual models (see Figure 1).  
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At the runtime stage, the Crisis Runtime Manager (CRM) transforms executable response services 
into equivalent resilient and trustworthy services using the Resilient Cloud Middleware (RCM). In 
what follows, we discuss in further details the RSE, the CRM and the RCM functionalities. 

.  

 
Fig. 1 rDaaS: Cloud-based resilient and trustworthy Dynamic Data-Driven Application Systems 

3.1 Resilient SOA Response Service Design  
The resilient SOA Editor (RSE) is a design assistant editor that assists decision makers to specify at 

the abstract level how the crisis response will be carried out by using several services provided by the 
SOA environment as shown in Figure 2. Services, Si {i = 1, …, n) help crisis teams to communicate 
and interoperate with different types of internal and external resources. Examples include the 
integration of voice with imagery systems [71, 72]. 

 

 
Fig. 2 Abstract Response Process 

 
In addition, the crisis coordinator can specify resilient requirements of services as well as the 

required trust level for all the actors involved in the execution of the crisis response services. The 
resilient requirement can be characterized by: 1) defining the required diversity level (how many 
different versions of an application and/or how many different platforms (e.g., operating system types) 
that are required to run the application; 2) defining the redundancy level (e.g., how many redundant 
physical machines are required); and 3) defining how often the execution environment needs to be 
changed (e.g.,  the number of application execution phases).   
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By using the resilient SOA Editor and the Resilient Cloud Middleware, we can continuously adopt 
the design of the crisis responses to match the security/trust policy, the context models, and any 
changes external or internal to the environment as shown in Figure 3.  

 

 
Fig. 3 Integrating design development stage of crisis response services with their runtime execution environment. 

 
The resilient SOA Editor’s implementation is based on the service farming–based composition 

algorithm, which is developed by W. Li [73]. The service-farming algorithm generates optimal 
executable Web service-based processes from an abstract process by satisfying constraints on Web 
services (functional and non-functional properties) and models that describe internal and external 
changes (Figure 3). Abstract processes are written with Business Process Model and Notation 
(BPMN) [74] to describe global functionalities independent from service implementations whereas 
models of external and internal changes are expressed with declarative rules that should be satisfy by 
the service farming algorithm and controlled by the Crisis Runtime Manager. 

3.2 Crisis Runtime Manager  
The Crisis Runtime Manager (CRM) provides control and management services to deploy and 

configure crisis response services and hardware resources that are required to achieve the response 
resilient requirements as specified by the Crisis Design Assistant. The CRM is implemented using our 
autonomic computing architecture shown in Figure 4. 

 

 
Fig. 4 CRM Architecture. 
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The CRM implementation is based on the autonomic computing environment (Autonomia) 

developed by the UA researchers [75, 76].  The CRM functions will be implemented using two 
software modules: Observer and Controller modules. The Observer module monitors and analyzes the 
current state of the managed cloud resources or services. The Controller module is delegated to 
manage the cloud operations and enforce the resilient operational policies. In fact, the Observer and 
Controller pair provides a unified management interface to support the CRM's self-management 
services by continuously monitoring and analyzing current cloud system conditions in order to 
dynamically select the appropriate plan to correct or remove anomalous conditions once they are 
detected and/or predicted. The Observer monitors and gathers data about the cloud resources and 
analyzes them to form the knowledge required by the Controller to enforce the ideal security/resilient 
management policies.  

 

3.3 Resilient Cloud Middleware  
The Resilient Cloud Middleware (RCM) provides tools and algorithms to implement desired 

resilient services as specified by the resilient SOA Editor. These capabilities are briefly described 
below: 

 Replication/Redundancy: Redundancy is an approach that applies duplicated versions of the 
original system to tolerate hardware/software failures in one of the replicated components or 
systems. Redundancy can be implemented by using hardware, information, time or software 
redundant techniques.  

 Diversity and Automatic Checkpointing: This capability enables us to generate multiple 
functionally-equivalent, behaviorally-different software versions (e.g., each software task can 
have multiple versions, where each version can be a different algorithm implemented in 
different programming language (e.g., C, Java, C++, etc.) that can run on different computing 
systems. 

 Behavior Obfuscation (BO): The BO method uses spatiotemporal behavior obfuscation to 
make active software components change their implementation versions and resources 
continuously and consequently evade attackers. The BO approach will significantly reduce the 
ability of an attacker to disrupt the normal operations of a cloud application.  Also, it allows for 
adjusting the resilience level by dynamically increasing or decreasing the shuffling rate and 
scope of executing tasks’ versions and their execution environments. A major advantage of this 
approach is that the dynamic change in the execution environment will hide the software flaws 
that would otherwise be exploited by a cyberattacker. 

 Trust Level. The middleware provides the required algorithms to evaluate the trust of all 
resources and actors involved in the crisis management processes. When an entity 
communicates with another entity, the CRM obtains the trust level of the entity that needs to 
interact with from a Trust Authority (TA), see Figure 5.  If the trust level of the remote entity is 
below the minimum required trust level set in the policies, then the communication is dropped. 
By continuously checking with TA module, any interacting entities will not be able to 
communicate if they do not meet the end-to-end trust policies. Once the component trust level 
is verified, they can proceed and interact securely using the secure communications. For further 
details about our DDDAS approach to evaluate and adopt the trust, please refer to our paper 
[77]. 
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Fig. 5 Adaptive End-to-End Trust 

 
The resilient operation for any cloud service is achieved using RCM tools will enable us to use the 

Behavior Obfuscation (BO) algorithm that hides (analogous to data encryption) the execution 
environment by dynamically changing the number of versions used to run the service at each phase. 
The dynamic change in the service behavior makes it extremely difficult for an attacker to generate a 
profile with the possible flaws in the current implementation of the service. The decisions regarding 
when to shuffle the current variant, the shuffling frequency, and the variant selection for the next 
shuffle are guided by a continuous monitoring and analysis of current execution state of cloud 
applications and the desired resilience requirements. In addition to the shuffling of the execution of 
different application versions, we also apply hardware redundancy in order to tolerate the case when 
an insider discovers one of the physical machines used to run the application at one phase. The 
redundancy level determines how many of such scenarios can be tolerated. To speedup the process of 
selecting the appropriate resilient algorithms and execution environments, the CRM repository 
contains a set of BO algorithms and images of virtual machines that run in different operating systems 
(e.g., Windows, Linux, etc.) to implement supported crisis cloud services. 

As an illustrative example, let us assume that during the design stage, the decision maker develop a 
crisis response that consists of five services that were verified by the RSE module to be effective and 
meets the security and objective requirements. Once that is done, it will be passed to the CRM module 
that will use the RCM services and tools to build resilient execution of the selected services at runtime 
as shown in Figure 6 that shows how the versions to be implement at each service at runtime. 

 

 
Fig. 6 Example implementation of five resilient crisis response services 
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4 Case Study: Nuclear Plant Crisis Management 
In order to experiment the Dynamic Data-Driven Application Systems (DDDAS) paradigm in 

managing crisis, we develop a crisis case study in which a large quantity of radioactive substance is 
accidentally evaded due to a critical incident in a nuclear plant. In response to this crisis, various 
parties at different levels and responsibilities have to collaborate together to reduce contamination 
risks. The volume and heterogeneity of exchanged information and critical dependencies between 
actions make crisis response processes vulnerable and subject to changes.  

We build our crisis management system (CMS) based on the nuclear crisis management simulation 
in the SocEDA project in which eighteen processes have been developed to validate a Cloud-based 
event-driven architectures [78]. As illustrated in Figure 7 (left), the CMS involves identifying, 
assessing, and handling the crisis situation by orchestrating the communication between all actors 
involved in the crisis. It allocates and manages internal and external resources, and interoperates with 
different external services (e.g., military systems, police systems, government, medical services, etc.). 
It also provides access to authorized parties to exchange relevant information based on their trust 
levels. In our scenario, a crisis is usually triggered by report from a witness and/or the surveillance 
system. A coordinator, who organizes all required resources and tasks, initiates the crisis response 
process. Observers with expertise in the nuclear field are assigned to the scene to observe the 
emergency situation. The tasks defined by the observer are crisis missions need to be processed to 
cope with the situation. Based on observer feedbacks from the scene, the coordinator is required to 
allocate suitable resources to each task. Human resources, for instance firemen, doctors, policemen, 
and technicians, acts as first-aid workers, and resilient infrastructure, which may include resilient 
cloud resources and communication devices (e.g., PDAs or mobile phones). The workers are expected 
to perform their assigned tasks and report on the success or failure in carrying out the missions that 
allow the crisis to be concluded. Crisis response processes thus consists of tasks that should be 
executed in a specific orders to coordinate the communication between involved parties. 

All crisis response processes should also keep track of trusted workers and enable rescue resources 
to provide or access location-sensitive information on the move. Figure 7 (right) shows a three-level 
mechanism (white, black and grey boxes) to indicate the trust level for accessing information with 
different trust levels (e.g., detailed maps, terrain data and weather conditions) and routes leading to it. 
 

 
Fig. 7 Nuclear Crisis Feature Diagrams and Trust Management 
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As depicted in Fig. 8, the crisis response process involves three levels of tightly integrated 
functions: 1) Strategic Level objectives that will focus on protecting citizens, managing the situation, 
and recovering using the support of experts and scientific community; 2) Operational Level tasks that 
focuses on distributing, evacuating and confining activities and managing alerts and media; and 3) 
Tactical Support Level situational  assessments, for managing resources and data (e.g., information 
fusion). These objectives, tasks, and assessments need to be performed as resilient and trusted cloud 
services such as Capture Incident, Assign Internal Resource, Assign External Resource, Execute 
Missions, Execute Observer Mission, Perform Rescue Missions, and Manage Adaptive end-to-end 
Trust. Details of tasks related to unforeseen situations (i.e., severe weather, risk of explosion, security 
attacks, etc.) that may affect the context in which the processes operates, and that require the 
adaptation to the environment are not included for space reasons. Keeping in mind that the rDaaS 
architecture deals with the environmental contextual changes and reacts in a certain way to ensure 
reliability and trustworthy. 

 

 
Fig. 8 Abstract Crisis Response Processes (based on [70]) 

 
The crisis management system contains server clusters and middleware that are hosted by the 

cloud and connected with different critical infrastructures, machines, and crisis team stakeholders. The 
crisis team members, such as coordinators and cloud administrators, use terminals or desktop 
machines to access the resilient Cloud services. External services and mobile workers with laptops are 
also connected to the cloud by means of Web services. The simulation of our CMS consists of:  

 
1- The simulated environment, which comprises crisis response processes implemented as Web 

Services, each of which simulates the evolution of the crisis situation (e.g., the radiation 
propagation) or to receive feedbacks (events) from the crisis team (e.g., the evacuation status);  

2- The resilient SOA Response Service Development, which enables the design of abstract processes 
and their implementation through distributed ESBs (Enterprise Service Bus). The ESB is used to 
simulate interactions between crisis actors by invoking Web service–based processes written in 
BPEL (Business Process Execution Language) and executed through a BPEL engine; and  

3- The Cloud-based Resilient and Trustworthy infrastructure provides services to access the resilient 
cloud middleware, ensure security and establish end-to-end trust among various actors.  

 
Since crisis management processes are event-driven, they particularly require an event-driven SOA 
(a.k.a SOA 2.0) that integrates complex event processing (CPE) and ESB. We use the Synapse/WSO2 
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ESB as a smart event broker that integrates events from Web services and re-distributes them to end-
points (e.g., actuators, terminals). The Sci-Flex plug-in makes possible to connect the Synapse with 
the Esper, a complex event processing (CEP). Esper rapidly processes large amount and high-
frequency time-based event data. The Synapse/WSO2 ESB implements the WS-Eventing to provide 
simple publish-subscribe model in Web services and event subscription over SOAP. In our case-study, 
the ESB is considered as event consumer and Web Services are considered as event sources. An event 
is expressed in the WS-Eventing format and has an event type, which is part of an event topic. 

In our case study, we focused on the development of the design environment in order to record 
and play streams of events and capture them by the event-driven SOA and processes.  Interested 
readers can refer to our previous work on resilient cloud services using DDDAS and moving target 
defense in [74-77]. The metric-based evaluation regarding the simulation of our event-driven SOA in 
the resilient cloud supports trust in analysis. For crisis response, situation awareness is needed [79] 
and more importantly trust in the data being circulated as to an emergency situation. Current 
challenges in managing the information is the presentation of the data to the user in normal and 
conflicting scenarios [80, 81]. We chose to use the proportional conflict redistribution (PCR) rule [82] 
as compared to Bayesian and Dempster-Shafer rules. The uncertainty analysis using PCR has 
supported trust related metrics (for more detail see [83-86]) which supports timely mission response. 
Figure 9 shows the case for high conflict (top) and low conflict (below) between crisis action teams.  

 

 
High conflict between the crisis action teams in determining the extent of the crisis. 

  
Low conflict between the crisis action teams in determining the extent of the crisis. 

Fig. 9 High and Low Data Conflict Between Crisis Action teams for timely response. 
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The difference between the scenarios which have high and low conflicts between information sharing 
has a big impact on the system trust. In Figure 9 at the top, there is high conflict as different groups 
are unsure about whether a crisis is happening.  The time to make a decision (say above 60%) is not 
till (90s – 40s) = 50s after the crisis occurred for Bayesian and DS methods. PCR detects the conflict 
immediately but has a 5-10s delay. 
   The trust metric is more revealing in the low conflict scenario.  As with high conflict, the PCR 
evidential reasoning approach has a quicker reaction, while the Bayesian/DS have slightly longer 
delay times.  The low conflict actually causes the processing steps to become complacent with large 
biases towards the status quo. Trust metric is higher for all methods in the low-conflict scenario; 
however, the PCR method stays at a reasonable high trust value throughout the crisis. Thus, variations 
in the scenario impact the trust metric results, but the higher trust is consistent with lower conflict. 
The higher trust has demonstrated a measure of resiliency in the data processing for emergency 
response situations which can be used in context modeling [87]. 

5 Conclusions and Future Work 
Future trends for the integration of DDDAS and SOA into one cloud environment include 

streaming big data, distributed information fusion, and detection of contextual changes in dynamic 
environments. In this paper, we demonstrated the benefits of DDDAS to enable resilience at the SOA-
based process level by combining the design time and runtime process to enable end-to-end trusted 
and resilient services. Using the simulation framework for nuclear crisis management systems, we are 
conducting experiments and comparison with existing nuclear crisis management systems. We are also 
exploring rDAAS with a variety of multi-modal sensing and information fusion services to handle 
partial or missing contextual information while preserving SOA adaptability to changes and 
unforeseen situations. We are working on a simulation environment that record and play streams of 
events with temporal constrains that can extend to other dynamic situations. 
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